Questionaire answers regarding the LLC-FRN Mentor Activity
Eleven of LLC:s female PhD students wanted and were provided with a
mentor according to their preferences. The Kick-off meeting for the mentor
activities was 2011-03-29 and the formal close of the program on 2013-0422. On average the program was running for about one year and a half. An
evaluation form was sent out before the summer 2013 and a reminder in
September 2013. Unfortunately, only 5 questionaires were returned. Below
the outcome is given.
Comments
(will only be treated statistically, without adept/mentor identification)

LLC Female Researcher Network (LLC-FRN) Mentor Programme
for Female LLC PhD Students
Did the procedure to select a suitable mentor work out? Did you get a mentor who
you thought would be useful (irrespective of how well it worked out at the end)?
Yes_ Somewhat_
X
X
X
X
X

No_

Did you get the interaction with your mentor going (defined as did you meet at least
3 times)?
Yes_ No_
X
X
X
X
X
How many times did you meet?
…… times
12
6
1
1
At least 3 times

Generally speaking, if you got the interaction going, was the mentor programme
useful for you?
Yes, indeed_
X
X

Yes_

Somewhat_

Not very useful_

X
X
X
What aspects do you appreciate most?
I have got a lot of help and input from my mentor. My mentor always has an answer or a
question to my questions. My mentor has been supporting in all aspects.
That my mentor was someone from the outside so that I could speak openly about things.
And that there were no prestige in our relation. And that she cared about me. Before I did
not realize the importance of having some women around you, but it has been clear to me
lately. Or rather, having some people who want to talk about how things FEEL
sometimes, and who can be open about themselves feeling weak sometimes, no matter if
it is women or men. I think this is highly important in our sector in society where there is
a lot of prestige, having to act intelligent the whole time, to build relations and
atmospheres where people can lower their guard and dare to show weakness or that they
do not understand. Maybe female networks can help in this regard. The fact that more
men than women have been physicists through history has likely shaped the physics and
physics culture. Thus, it is not strange if women feel less at home in it than men.
It was interesting to talk to someone with experience of the academic career
How to face the current predicament positively. How to prepare yourself for the job in
future.
The lunch talks.
Suggestions for the future:
For me, the program has been a big help for my PhD. We have decided to continue the
mentoring at least to the end of this year.
The meetings I attended were quite formal so this “lowering the guard” thing did not
happen to me and to others according to what I saw. Maybe it happened more in the
social events in which I did not participate. For the future: keep something like a female
network, I think it can be useful. But do activities not at the university and more of
different kind (than just running).

For me it would have been useful to have two different mentors, one from the university
and one from the industry.
It is a good program to continue especially valuable for the fresh PhD students.
Create an up-to-date e-mail list. Told several people several times that I wanted my
mentor on the e-mail list, but it never happened.
Do you plan to keep informal contacts after the formal end of the programme?
Yes_ No_
X
X
X
X
X

